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Sukanya Verma, after watching Super Nani, says, "I am truly astounded by the sheer laziness
that governs filmmaking. The Indians in these films are all as dull and two dimensional as ppl in

real life. The chemistry is out of the world. I am sure we (women) have to adjust to a new level of
the ones from these masala films. My advice to young filmmakers is to lay your films out on a

table with the moustache strapped to a man's cheeks and look at the stench of alcohol
emanating from your pores. Then you'll know what the real Indian family looks and smells like. A
woman's story? The film lacked an emotional connect. I almost choked." Sukanya Verma had an
interesting take on what Super Nani was trying to say. It is indeed a story of family. A happy one.

It deals with a woman who sacrifices herself for her husband and children. But it does not talk
about the fact that she sacrificed herself for someone who does not appreciate her efforts and

she is continually made to suffer for that. And then there's that 'chuckle and smirk' look on
Mann's face. If we can say anything about Super Nani, it is, it belongs to a different era where a
family took longer time to get together. Whereas other romantic comedies have families on the

verge of separating, here the family gets together in the end. Rather than the others, Super Nani
has the most realistic characters. There are no silly misunderstandings and no stupid behavior.
But then again the naivety of the characters is easy to digest. There is an interesting sub plot,
wherein Mann realizes how much Nani (Pran) has contributed to Bharti's growth and life. This

comes when Nani confesses that she has always been his dream girl. He has gotten everything
in life through his devotion to her. Mann forces Nani to choose between her and her family. She

chooses her family and Mann in turn agrees to marry Bharti. Both smile like they have killed their
respective enemies and the film ends with them and their kids saying ''Forgive Us''!
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The movie has an extremely long running time and as the movie speeds through without any stress
or tension, it kills the energy that would have otherwise been there on screen. A good bit of time is

spent in describing what happened for the audience as if they haven't got a clue! It is not
entertaining and there is no freshness to carry it off. The comedy would have worked better had it

been more grounded in plot. The critical and commercial part of the equation is not even in place for
the movie to work. The real downside is that this attempts to at least try to be a fresh comedy, it

attempts to be a modern day family entertainer, that too without any edge. It is all about being dull,
happy, pretty and predictable! A leaden middle while length makes the movie feel longer than even
the actual runtime. Rekha and Sharman Joshi have to even press their faces against the screen to

sell their roles! It is all about the visuals because everything else hardly matters. It's easy to identify
the flaws in Super Nani but to be frank, I like the story. The story is simple but a really short one.

They are in an Indian family and she sacrifices her life for her children and husband. The questions
she asks and the plight she puts everyone in is a little too weak for its own good. The moral of the

film is it is better to learn from the mistakes of others rather than from your own mistakes. Director
Indra Kumar, one of the finest of our times, gives an R-rated yarn as his debut. He does it with
amazing finesse. The film pulls off some magic as it follows a well-tread story with very little

variations. The acting in the film is commendable all round and some awesome musical
performances could not let you take your eyes off the screen. The compositions are crisp and the
locations are stunning. The only flaw would be in the Hindi dialogues. I did not enjoy them as they

sounded modernised and sometimes dialogues clashed with the song sequences. 5ec8ef588b
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